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By Dan B Allender

Thomas Nelson Publishers, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. What would you do for twenty-four hours if the only criteria were to pursue your
deepest joy? Dan Allender s lyrical book about the Sabbath expels the myriad myths about this day
of rest, starting with the one that paints the Sabbath as a day of forced quiet, spiritual exercises,
and religious devotion and attendance. This, he says, is at odds with the ancient tradition of
Sabbath as a day of delight for both body and soul. Instead, the only way we can make use of the
Sabbath is to see God s original intent for the day with new eyes. In Sabbath, Allender builds a case
for delight by looking at this day as a festival that celebrates God s re-creative, redemptive love
using four components: Sensual glory and beautyRitualCommunal feastingPlayfulness Now you can
experience the delight of the Sabbath as you never have before--a day in which you receive and
extend reconciliation, peace, abundance, and joy. The Ancient Practices There is a hunger in every
human heart for connection, primitive and raw, to God. To satisfy it, many are beginning to explore
traditional...
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Completely essential read ebook. It is among the most awesome book i actually have read. I am very happy to explain how this is basically the greatest
book i actually have read in my individual existence and might be he best pdf for possibly.
-- Pr of . Alexa ndr o Runolfsson-- Pr of . Alexa ndr o Runolfsson

Totally among the best ebook I actually have ever go through. It is probably the most awesome ebook we have go through. You can expect to like just how
the blogger publish this ebook.
-- Em ilia no Mur phy-- Em ilia no Mur phy
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